is finite for some p > 1. A functional L which is well defined on a space M p for some p Ξ> 2 such that L(l/(1 -z)) = l agrees with the Fourier transform of a summation method which is slightly stronger than convergence.
Let s = {s n } be an infinite sequence of complex numbers, that is, a continuous function on the discrete additive semigroup of natural numbers N. The sequence s has a continuous extension s β to βN, the Stone-Cech compactification of N (s β takes the value -if s is unbounded). Throughout the paper, the symbol βZ denotes the Stone-Cech compactification of the space Z, and the continuous extension of a function / defined on Z to βZ will be denoted by f β ; for a description of the Stone-Cech compactification we refer the reader to [2, pp. 82-93] Let ό denote a summation method-that is, a linear functional on a subspace of m,,. We assume that the ό-transform of every sequence s to which ό is applicable is either a continuous function on N or else a continuous function on the half open unit interval I: [0, 1).
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For example, if φ is representable by a summation matrix A -(a nk ), then the ^-transform of a sequence s is the sequence t given by Such an extension is never unique, and the results to be described hold for each such extension φ:
As a linear functional on m 0 , φ gives rise to a nonnegative measure on βN which we also denote by φ. Since φ is a regular summation method, the measure φ is concentrated on βN -N -we have f dφ = 1. We shall write I s(%> for f s c^] d^ .
Using (1) all a cf [6] . Later we shall make some remarks about sequences s which may be written where the Fourier coefficients α u are given by the formulas r a n = \ s k exp(-^ a n k)ds^ , JβN (that is, the sequence s k exp(ίak) is Abel summable for all a), where each a n is a number in [0, 2τr) .
By H p , p ^ 1 we understand the Hardy space of functions / |/(rβ^)| p ώ9 is bounded for 00
THEOREM. If L is a linear functional on a space of functions analytic in D which agrees with the Fourier transform φ of a regular summation method φ, then (1)
for each feM which is also in H γ \ also (3) L(l/(l-3)) = 1.
Proof.
If fe H λ then f(z) = Σ .o/WΛ \z\ < 1, and {f(n)} is a null sequence [cf. 5 pp. 70]. Since ψ is a regular method, φ must evaluate {/(w)} to zero. Hence φ(f) = 0 for each /e fli Π ikf. To establish (3) we simply note that since ψ is regular, it must evaluate the sequence {1,1, •••} to one, that is (£ (1/(1 -z) ) = 1. tends to zero as r tends to 1. We norm M Ό o by || || ¥oo . For 1 < p < g < co we have M v s M, of [3 pp. 623-625] .
A linear functional L on a normed space M will be said to be
For p > 0 a sequence s will be said to be strongly Abel-p-summable to σ if lim (1 -r) Σ |s w -σ l Pr * = °T he method of strong Abel-p-summability is regular for p > 0.
THEOREM. If 2 ^ p < co 9 and L is a well-defined linear functional on M p such that
(4) 1,(1/1-*) = 1,
then there is a summation method ψ which includes strong Abel
Proof. We define a summation method φ by \ sdφ = L(»S), where S(s) = Σ~=o s»s% whenever the right hand is defined. life M pf then L(f) is defined and φ(f) = ί /C^W = L(/). Now let {s n } be strongly Abel-p'-summable to σ.
Then (1 -r) Σ |s w -σ| p V* -» 0. -2) we have, by the Hausdorff-Young theorem cf [7, pp. 145] 
by (4) Hence I sdφ = σ, that is, the method 0 includes strong-
is a well defined linear functional on M«, which satisfies (4), £A,ew there is a summation φ which includes strong-Abel-1-summability such that φ(f) = L(f), fe MÎ
f a summation matrix A = (a nk ) has a sizable convergence field, then lim^co max fc |α Htfc | = 0; for example this condition must be satisfied if A has the Borel property (cf [3] ).
We denote by A the the Fourier transform of the summation method represented by the matrix A. 
Then for almost all a in [0, 2π)
This result is proved in [1, pp. 325-328] . We make a few remarks about the sequence s which may be written as exponential series
where the numbers a n lie in the interval [0, 2π) and the numbers a n are given by the formulas
(we assume that the sequence {s h exp (iak)} is Abel summable for each a in [0, 2ττ)). We also have a n = 
